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GREEN. It’s something we never forget.®

Landscapes

Pathway Maple and Catella Maple 
These two smooth-surface styles offer popular 8”-wide planks 
in the lustrous look of maple. Soft, subtle graining, characteristic 
wormholes, and color variations give an aged, gracefully worn finish. 

Nightsong Hickory and Landmark Hickory 
Trendy 8" planks are a sought-after visual, giving these laminate 
styles added appeal. Both share the look of reclaimed hickory, with 
marks of age and wear and antique shading on the edges.

Seneca Maple and Holbrook Maple 
These two styles come in 8" planks that suggest the appearance of 
two strips within each plank. There’s high variation among the planks 
and a painterly, watercolor effect that creates a sophisticated visual.

Features Specifications
 Landscapes  Landscapes Plus

Style  SL296  SL305
Thickness  1/4" 5/16"
Length 479/16" 479/16"
Width  8" 8"
Sq. Ft. per carton 26.40 26.40
 

291 Nightsong 
      Hickory

867 Catella Maple264 Pathway Maple

This Shaw product is made in the USA.

This Shaw product can be installed 
above, on or below ground level.

Installation Grade

This product is made with OptiCore™ - 
Shaw's laminate coreboard that's strong, 
stable and moisture resistant.

OptiCore™

This Shaw laminate flooring 
product meets GREENGUARD® 
indoor air quality requirements 
and is GREENGUARD Children & 
Schools Certified.

623 Landmark 
      Hickory

168 Holbrook Maple

619 Seneca Maple

This Shaw Laminate is warranted not 
to stain or wear through, will not fade 
as a result of direct sunlight or artificial 
light and will resist water damage under 
normal use conditions for 25 years.

••

•

• •

This Shaw laminate is constructed using
VersaLock®AG™, Shaw’s patented locking
technology that reliably secures the 
flooring panels on all four sides
without adhesive.


